MOUNTING REFERENCE GUIDE

Dräger IACS Mobile

CIM Cable Integrated Mounting System
Mobile cart

Configuration shown consists of:

CIM cart light duty including counter weight, (2) lockable and (3) non-lockable double wheel castors 100 mm (3.9"), column to accept accessories, VESA 75/100 mounting bracket for C700 with tilt function, handle (colour: silver), basket, flush mount arm (VESA 75) for M500/ M540 cable hook and adapter for power supply bracket for PS250/ PS2500.

Part No.

DR-002IACS-01.bl1
Mobile cart

Configuration shown consists of:

CIM cart light duty including counter weight, (2) lockable and (3) non-lockable double wheel castors 100 mm (3.9"), column to accept accessories, VESA 75/100 plunge bracket for C700 with tilt function, handle, basket, pivot arm (VESA 75) for M500/ M540 cable hook and adapter for power supply bracket for PS250/ PS2500.

Part No. DR-002IACS-02.b11
Mobile cart

Technical data

SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW
Mobile cart

Technical data - Flush mount arm with VESA 75 plunge adapter

SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW
Mobile cart

Technical data - Pivot arm with VESA 75 plunge adapter
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